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The City Council will soon
decide on creation of an Urban
Forestry Department to manage
the Great Trinity Forest. The
Urban Forest Advisory Committee
told the City’s Quality of Life
Committee that the department
would secure outside grants and
funding to begin the process of
maintaining and expanding the
Urban forest and leverage public
funding.
The Committee said protecting
and replanting trees will improve
air quality and reduce the impact
of heat. The Committee told the
Quality of Life Committee that
more trees are cut down in the
city of Dallas than are planted
every year.
Currently, no urban foresters
oversee or manages the 14.7
million trees in medians and
parkways. One urban forester
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oversees the Great Trinity Forest
watershed, which provides 20%
of all tree benefits to the Greater
Dallas Area.
The new department would
maintain the current urban
forest and plant replacement
trees to offset losses due to age

and development. They would
work with the Trinity Watershed
Management and the Corp of
Engineers to manage the Forest.
The Quality of Life Committee
voted unanimously to have the
full council vote on establishing
the new department.
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Onscreen Representation. We Create Our Own.

S

ince the inception of film, black people have been
misrepresented onscreen. From the very first
misrepresentations in films like Birth of a Nation to
the continued stereotypes of the “mammy”, “jezebel”, and
“tragic mulatto”; black people have struggled for control
of their images onscreen throughout film history. The early
1900s gave rise to a number of black film makers, including
the likes of: William D. Foster, who in 1910 formed the
Foster Photoplay Company, which is lauded as the first
independent African-American film company in the United
States; George Perry Johnson and Noble Johnson, who
founded the Lincoln Motion Picture Company in 1916; and
Oscar Micheaux, who created The Homesteader in 1919,
and became one of the most prolific filmmakers of his time
directing over 40 films.
Through resolve, perseverance and dedicated hard work,
black people have been able to maintain various channels
whereby we can produce, star-in, and direct our own films.
Through these channels, the scope of work from dramas
to comedies is vast and varied. With that said, The DW is
elated to highlight The African Film Festival, which takes
place July 1st- 3rd 2016 at various theaters including:
Angelika Film Center located at 5321 E Mockingbird
Ln, Dallas, TX 75206, Cadillac Dreams Studios located
at 13331 Preston Rd #1134, Dallas, TX 75240, and PanAfrican Connection located at
4466 S Marsalis Ave, Dallas, TX 75216. The African Film
Festival (TAFF) is a non-profit organization dedicated
to African motion pictures, and serves as a platform for
educative references to African Culture. TAFF was created

WEB COVERAGE
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WALTER S. DEATH: FEDS TO REVIEW
NORTH CHARLESTON POLICE
By Eliott C. McLaughlin, CNN

to give the African independent filmmaker a platform to
compete in the global market with established filmmakers.
The DW encourages all black film makers to continue to
make their art. Only by creating our own do we truly have
control of the imagery and interpretations associated with
our people.
The DW Staff

CNN - The feds are expected to announce a review
of the North Charleston, South Carolina, police
department Tuesday, according to a U.S. Justice
Department news release.
The mayor and police chief in the city of 100,000
requested the review, saying the scrutiny stemming from
the police shooting of Walter Scott had made its efforts
to protect residents while respecting their rights "more
urgent and challenging."
"Trust and communication are essential for
improvement, and, as you can imagine, the death of
Walter Scott damaged trust and made communication
more difficult," the letter said. "Our efforts have uncovered
some areas in which we could benefit from outside
assistance. We hope that your office may now be in a
position to facilitate that."
Word that the Justice Department will conduct a review
comes 13 months after former Officer Michael Slager
fatally gunned down Walter Scott following an April 2015
traffic stop. Slager was caught on mobile phone video
firing into Scott's back as he fled.
While several cities have drawn criticism for their
responses to police officers killing unarmed black men,
North Charleston and South Carolina were largely
applauded for their handling of the Slager case.
Slager was charged with murder shortly after the
shooting. The police department then fired him, and a
grand jury indicted him on the murder charge.
.
For in depth coverage, visit dallasweekly.com/national

HOUSE AND SENATE AT ODDS
ON ZIKA FUNDING PLANS

By Deirdre Walsh and Ted Barrett, CNN White House Producer

WASHINGTON (CNN) -- The Republican-controlled
House and Senate are on a collision course about how
to deal with the spread of the Zika, pushing separate
proposals for federal funding to combat the virus, and
complicating efforts to deliver emergency money quickly
to agencies hoping to develop a vaccine and head off
new cases.
The Zika virus causes microcephaly and other birth
defects, according to the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, and can be spread through
mosquito bites.
House Republicans unveiled a $622 million proposal
on Monday -- about half of the $1.1 billion that a
bipartisan Senate group is pushing, and far short of
the initial $1.9 billion request from the White House
that President Barack Obama and many congressional
Democrats are pressuring Republicans to approve.
House Appropriations Chairman Hal Rogers,
R-Kentucky, who has pressed the Obama administration
to justify how it would spend the amount it wanted, said it
was time to move a separate plan.
"Given the severity of the Zika crisis and the
global health threat, we cannot afford to wait on the
administration any longer. We have made our own
funding determinations, using what information is
available and through discussions with federal agencies,
to craft a proposal to fight the spread of this damaging
disease," Rogers said in a statement.
Democrats immediately rejected the proposal, saying it
wasn't enough money.
For in depth coverage, visit dallasweekly.com/politics

/dallas.weekly
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Black Men Returned to the Job
Market in April By Freddie Allen,

NNPA News Wire News Editor

The Black unemployment rate ticked
down from 8.9 percent in March to 8.8
percent in April and Black men showed gains
in the labor market, according to the latest
jobs report from the Labor Department.
The national unemployment rate was
stagnant at 5 percent and the jobless rate
for White workers hasn’t changed since
December 2015 and was 4.3 percent again in
April.
William Spriggs, the chief economist for
the AFL-CIO, an organization that represent
56 unions represents 12.5 million workers
in the United States, tweeted that April was
“Another month Blacks with Associates
Degrees have lower unemployment rate than
Whites who are high school dropouts, but
higher than HS grads.”
Spriggs also noted that the loss of jobs
in the federal government and local public
education were “big drags” on the labor
market.
The unemployment rate for Black men
over 20 years old rose from 8.7 percent in
March to 9.5 percent in April. The jobless
rate for White men, ticked up slightly from
3.9 percent in March to 4 percent last month.
The unemployment rate for Black women
over 20 years old was 8 percent in March and
6.9 percent in April. The unemployment rate
for White women increased from 3.9 percent
in March to 4 percent in April.
In a blog for the Economic Policy
Institute’s (EPI) website, Elise Gould, a
senior economist for EPI, wrote that, “Even
with the downward revisions to March, job
growth looks slower than first quarter of this
year (averaging 203,000) or last quarter of
2015 (averaging 282,000).”
Gould continued: “While it is true that as
the economy reaches full employment, job
growth would be expected to slow, we are not
nearly close enough to full employment to
view this slow down as a positive move.”
While other adult worker groups declined
in some key economic indicators in April,
Black men returned to the labor market last
month. The labor force participation rate
(LFPR), which is the share of workers who
are employed or currently looking for jobs,
rose slightly for Black men over 20 years-old
from 67.2 percent in March to 68.1 percent
in April. The employment-population ratio
(E-POP), which is the share of the population
that is employed, increased for Black men
from 61.4 percent in March to 61.6 percent
in April.
Meanwhile the LFPR for White men ticked
down from 72.3 percent in March to 72.1
percent in April. The E-POP for White men
decreased from 69.4 percent in March to 69.2
percent in April.
The LFPR for Black women over 20
years-old fell more than a percentage point
from 61.5 percent in March to 60.2 percent
in April and the LFPR for White women
slipped from 58 percent in March to 57.8
percent last month.
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TIS THE SEASON OF ACCOLADES AND GRADUATIONS
Trustee Bernadette Nutall, District 9 • May 2016
All too quickly, the 2015-2016 school year is winding down. Two important
milestones of the spring semester are upon
us — year end celebrations and commencements.
Contact your child’s school for the date and time of the
year-end awards day. I invite you to attend these events to
take pride in the accomplishments of your child and others.
And although June 3 is the final day of the regular school year,
parents are encouraged to keep students learning throughout
the summer. Consider these learning opportunities:
• T
 he Mayor’s Summer Reading Program and other library
activities at the Dallas Public Library.
• D
 allas ISD’s 34 STEM Camps for students in grades K-8. See dates and enrollment
info at http://www.dallasisd.org/Domain/6094.
• T
 he Summer Youth Arts Institute sponsored by the Black Academy of Arts and
Letters for students ages 10-18. Visit http://www.tbaal.org/cal-june.html for details.

Even though the unemployment rate for Black
men increased in April, more Black men found
jobs or were actively looking for one.

Gould also noted that the labor force
participation rate for “prime-age workers”
(25-54 years-old) also fell in April and the
number of missing workers increased to 2.5
million.
“If the unemployment rate included these
[missing] workers, who would be employed
or looking for work if the labor market were
stronger, it would be 6.5 percent, as opposed
to the official rate of 5 percent,” said Gould.
“In general, labor force participation has
been on the rise (and the number of missing
workers has been falling) so hopefully this
is just a one-month blip in the data and
next month we will continue will the more
promising trends.”
Gould suggested that the economy needed
steady gains in the labor force participation
rate and stronger wage growth for a sustained
period of time before economists can say
that the U.S. job market is nearing full
employment and a healthy economy.
In a statement about the most recent jobs
report, Representative Bobby Scott (D-Va.)
said that under President Obama and his
Administration, we continue to recover from
the worst economic crisis since the Great
Depression.
Scott blamed the Republican majorities in
the United States House of Representatives
and Senate for blocking a number of bold
initiatives and policies crafted by the Labor
Department that would “help protect retirees’
savings, workers on the job, and workers’
right to organize.”
Scott continued: “These attacks are a waste
of the taxpayers’ time and money, and would
be harmful to working families if they ever
succeeded.”
Scott called for U.S. lawmakers to refocus
their priorities and to support labor market
reforms.
“Together, we can work on bipartisan
solutions to boost wages, help workers
balance work and family life, and level the
playing field for American workers,” said
Scott. “We owe it to working people to build
on the economic progress we have seen these
past 74 months.”

MARK YOUR CALENDAR FOR GRADUATIONS

Starting May 26, Dallas ISD high schools will honor their seniors with commencement
activities as these students prepare to step out into their futures. I look forward to
attending the District 9 graduation ceremonies to share the pride of each senior’s
family and friends in celebration of this lifetime milestone. Visit www.dallasisd.org
for the times and dates of all 2016 high school graduation ceremonies. District 9
ceremonies are scheduled as follows:

Unable to attend a commencement in person? The events will be streamed live from the
district’s homepage.

KUDOS TO OUR GRADUATING SENIORS

Here are just a few mentions of accolades earned by outstanding District 9 seniors
for scholarship, community service, the arts, and more:
• Two seniors in Booker T. Washington’s Modern Dance program – Jared Brown and
Kaylin Sturtevant – are 2016 Presidential Scholars in the Arts. The award, based on
the students’ artistic and academic achievement, leadership and service, is one of the
nation’s highest honors for high school students.
• Lincoln High School seniors Debra Jackson and Kewona-Labria Jones are among
six district students awarded the 2016 Deloitte/North Texas PGA Scholarship in the
amount of $20,000. The Fairway to Success program honors students based on
academic performance, extracurricular activities, community involvement and financial
need. Debra plans to attend Texas Wesleyan or the University of Texas to prepare for
a career in athletic training. Kewona plans to pursue a radio-television major at the
University of Texas.
• The State Fair of Texas recently awarded 53 District 9 seniors $6,000 scholarships.
Kudos to the 21 recipients from Irma Rangel Young Women’s Leadership School, 20
honorees from Lincoln High School and 12 seniors from James Madison High School.
• The prestigious Dell Scholarship for $20,000 has been awarded to senior Karen
Aguilar from Irma Rangel Young Women’s Leadership School.
• Also a senior at Rangel, student Tramondranique Hawkins received a $10,000
scholarship from the Sulentic Family Foundation.

OUTSTANDING STAFF RECOGNITIONS

Congratulations are also in order for several staff members from District 9 schools who
have won recognition for their service to students and the community.
• Billy Earl Dade Middle School Counselor Norma Wright is Dallas ISD’s 2016-2017
Counselor of the Year.
• J.P. Starks Math Science and Technology Vanguard Counselor Carla Patrick was
named a Counselor of the Year finalist.
• Billy Earl Dade Community Liaison Ellyn Favors was honored as the district’s
Secondary Volunteer Coordinator of the Year.
• Paul L. Dunbar Teacher Assistant Mattie Pipkins was named the district's Elementary
Volunteer Coordinator of the Year.

@dallasweekly
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BANKRUPTCY MYTHS

Myth 1: I will lose everything
I own

ATTORNEY CHRISTOPHER LEE

CREDIT COUNSELING AND DEBT CERTIFICATION

The Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 requires
that anyone filing for bankruptcy complete a credit counseling/ budget briefing
session. The session must be conducted with a nonprofit Credit Counseling
approved by the Executive Office of the United States Trustee.

BEFORE FILING
Individuals filing for bankruptcy must complete the 90-minute credit counseling
session within six months of filing. This course provides an analysis of your
current financial standing, a review of factors that contribute to poor financial
health, and information about debt elimination options and alternatives to
bankruptcy. Your bankruptcy attorney will file the Certificate of Completion,
from the credit counseling course, along with the petition.
AFTER FILING
A after the petition has been filed, anyone filing for Chapter 7 bankruptcy must
also complete a money management, also known as debtor education, course.
The debtor education course provides training in developing a budget, managing
personal finances and how to use credit wisely. The Certificate of Completion from
the debtor education course is required before debts can be discharged.

REPOSSESSION AND BANKRUPTCY

Repossession is a process in which a creditor collects
property that a person agreed to make payments
and have defaulted on their payments of that item.
Repossession occurs as stated in a purchase or credit
contract for that item. The purchase or credit contract
specifies the creditor may take possession of the item
if the debtor fails to make the scheduled payments.
The amount of time until the payment is considered
delinquent may vary between contracts and usually includes additional penalties
that cover the costs of repossession. The most common item that people have
repossessed is an automobile. Because the value of an automobile depreciates
faster than most other items, penalties for car repossession can be extensive. The
debtor may have to pay the difference between the current value of the car and
the actual the loan amount balance, in addition to towing or recovery agent costs.
There are many issues that arise when faced with repossession of property. Time
and repayment limits are in place when the debtor signs the purchase or credit
contract. The state of Texas requires the debtor to repay the full balance owed on
the property within 10 days of repossession in order to keep the property. If the
debtor does not pay the balance owed in full within 10 days, the property is sold
by the creditor in order to satisfy the outstanding debt. If the property that is sold
by the creditor does not cover the outstanding balance, the debtor is required to
pay the remaining amount (also known as a deficiency balance)

WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS?
There are a few options that are available to stop your property from being
repossessed. The first option would be to repay all your delinquent amounts
promptly and maintain your agreed payment schedule for the remaining of the
purchase or credit contract. If you can’t afford to repay your delinquent amounts
quickly, bankruptcy may be a better solution. Bankruptcy, places an automatic
stay that stops creditors from collecting on outstanding debts. Creditors are
required to cease collection efforts when a bankruptcy notification has been
filed. If the debtor qualifies for Chapter 13 Bankruptcy, a qualified attorney will
assist in requesting adjustments to repayment terms on behalf of the individual.
The repayment plan will outline more favorable terms for making payments on
delinquent accounts over a specified amount of time, usually 3-5 years. If the
debtor successfully completes the Chapter 13 plan, the lien will be removed and
the person can keep their property. If you are facing repossession and do not
have the financial means to repay your delinquent amounts or maintain your
current payment schedule, contact one of our experienced attorneys to find out
how bankruptcy can help you.

For more information and location, visit us at www.leebankruptcy.com

/dallasweekly1

FALSE. The bankruptcy process allows you
to keep your property by placing an automatic
stay, which prevents creditors from collecting on
the property. A large number of cases result
in no property lost to the debtor because they
are “no asset” cases, which is made possible by
exemptions that make some assets unreachable.
While bankruptcy protects your property from
being collected, it does not necessarily erase the
debt or amount owed. If you want to keep your
property in the long run you will need to continue
to pay the debt. In the event you cannot afford
to pay for your property, some of your property
may be liquidated in order to pay the debt owed
to the creditor. Laws that allow you to keep
your property vary by state and there are many
factors that influence what property is allowed for
collection. Texas is one of the most liberal states
for bankruptcy exemptions. It is important you
contact an experienced attorney to help guide
you through the bankruptcy process. See our
Bankruptcy Exemptions page for more details
about what property may be exempt during the
debt elimination process.

Myth 2: I will never be able to
own property

FALSE. Most people assume they will not
be able to get credit or loans after filing for
bankruptcy. But the truth is many banks offer
credit on a secured basis to individuals that
may be marked as a higher risk. Credit offered
on a secured basis is when the lender requires
the individual to put a small amount of money
in order to secure payment in the future.
Our economy depends on credit and many
people find they can be approved for lines of
credit within reason of what they can afford.
The most important thing is to demonstrate
financial stability after bankruptcy. If you
can prove that you have made consistent
payments on a small line of credit or loan, you
will be more likely to gain higher lines of credit
quicker. Some mortgage companies offer
loans to people within as little as 2 years after
bankruptcy.

Myth 3: Filing bankruptcy will
ruin my credit

FALSE. Bankruptcy actually protects your
credit by eliminating debt and your delinquent
payment history. After filing, you will begin
rebuilding your credit right away. Failing
to make payments and defaulting on loans
without resolution will hurt your credit and
mark you as a credit risk. Showing financial
stability after bankruptcy improves your credit
and can mark you as a better candidate for
credit. Even though bankruptcy may stay on
your credit for several years, you will begin
rebuilding a fresh credit history right away.

Myth 4: I will still be harassed
by creditors

FALSE. The bankruptcy process places a stop
to collection efforts of creditors. Creditors
are prevented from collecting on the debt and
must follow the plan outlined in the bankruptcy
filing. In Chapter 13, a plan is developed that
adjusts repayment terms of the debt. Once
the Chapter 13 plan is approved by the court,
the creditor must follow the terms and cannot
attempt additional collection of the debt.
Additionally, Federal Bankruptcy laws prohibit
the creditor from attempts to collect, possess
and even contact the debtor once a filing has
been made. If there is any breach of these laws,
the creditor can face punitive charges. If you
have any concerns about continued collection
efforts, contact one of our attorneys to help
answer your questions.stay on your credit

for several years, you will begin rebuilding a
fresh credit history right away.

Myth 5: Everyone will know I
filed for bankruptcy

FALSE. Although bankruptcy is public record,
most people find that no one knows unless
they told them. Only those who hold highly
regarded position would be at risk for others
to find out they filed for bankruptcy. Creditors
cannot release this information to other
companies and newspapers do not typically
display this information.

Myth 6: If I file for bankruptcy now I
can never file again

FALSE. Bankruptcy laws do not prevent
anyone from filing more than once. There is
no limit to how many times you file. However,
you can only receive a limited amount of debt
discharges in a specified time period. Chapter
7 bankruptcy discharges can be received
once in every 8 years. A Chapter 13 discharge
can be received every 2 years. Once you
receive a discharge notice and your case is
dismissed, you can file again if needed.

Myth 7: I will cause my family
more trouble by filing for
bankruptcy

FALSE. One of the biggest stressors in
marriage and family life come from money
troubles. Bankruptcy can eliminate your
debt and alleviate your stress over finances.
When a family makes the decision together
to take control of their finances, it leaves
them feeling empowered. Voluntarily filing
for bankruptcy allows a family to take control
over their debt and take steps to return to a
financially sound future.

Myth 8: I will have no say over
what gets put into bankruptcy

FALSE. As a debtor you know what you own
and to whom. You can choose to pay for some
of your debts outside of bankruptcy or put them
all in the bankruptcy filing. It is not mandatory
that all of your debts be managed through the
bankruptcy process. Also, there are a few types
of debt that cannot be included bankruptcy.
Past due child support, back taxes and some
student loans cannot be discharged through the
bankruptcy process. Contact our knowledgeable
attorneys to get more information about what
types of debt you can eliminate.

Myth 9: If I file for bankruptcy,
so must my spouse

FALSE. As a married couple, you may file
separately or together. Most often, filing
together is the best option, especially if the
debt is accrued on a joint credit line. For
example, if a husband and wife share a credit
card, mortgage or loan, it would be best they
file together in order to protect both of their
credit histories. However, the court does not
require a couple sharing a particular debt to
file together.

Myth 10: Filing for bankruptcy
makes me a bad citizen.

FALSE. Over 1.5 million people filed for
bankruptcy in 2010. There are many reasons
people end up filing for bankruptcy, none of
which makes them a bad citizen. Some may
have lost their jobs in this tough economy,
others became single or widowed families,
while others may have medical problems that
cost them more than they could afford. There
are times when good, honest, hardworking
people struggle to make ends meet and fall
victim to the pressures of financial instability.
Bankruptcy is one option that can help get
good people out of tough times.
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By LEWIS FLANAGAN III

OF THE WEEK

JAKEEM GRANT

T

#11 • SENIOR • WIDE RECEIVER • TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY

exas Tech wide receiver Jakeem
Grant found himself falling just
shy of 1,000 yards receiving last
season, but with the current pace of his
Red Raider offense, he’s likely to reach
the milestone on his way to a whole lot
more as a senior.
Jakeem Grant played his high school
football at Mesquite’s Horn High
School. Grant logged 1,306 yards on
79 receptions as a high school senior,
in addition to more than 500 yards
and nine touchdowns as a
complementary back. It was
Grant’s break-away speed that
caught the eye of Texas Tech,
but the Raiders had different
plans for the 5-foot, 7-inch
bolt of lightning, and the
difference has made an impact
worthy of Robert Frost.
Despite Grant’s diminutive
stature, the upper classman
who started all but one game
last season, has evolved from
a mere kick returner into a
crucial wrinkle in Kliff Kingsbury’s offensive scheme.
Grant owns the school record for most kick return yards
in a game by a junior, with 147 logged against Oklahoma
State. He is also the only Big 12 player to have at least
900 yards receiving and 500 kick return yards in the same
season. Grant caught five passes for a career-high 155

yards with a touchdown (long 47 yards) against No.
5 Baylor at AT&T Stadium and broke a 24-year school
record for most kick-return yards by a Red Raider junior
record previously held by Rodney Blackshear. The AllBig 12 Honorable Mention wide out made the Biletnikoff
Award Watch List last season and has committed himself
to reaching the mark of the 1,000 receiving yard milestone
as the carrot to chase to get him there.
Jakeem Grant was taken by the Miami Dolphins in the
2016 NFL Draft. Despite the temptations of life in the
pros, Grant has vowed to earn his degree from Texas Tech.

Serena Williams wins Italian Open, her 70th title
By Brandon Griggs, CNN

CNN - At an age when most pro
tennis players have retired to play
exhibitions or serve up commentary
on TV, Serena Williams just keeps
winning tournaments.
The 34-year-old beat fellow
American Madison Keys in straight
sets Sunday to win the Italian Open
and claim her first ATP title in nine
months. The clay-court triumph, by
a score of 7-6 (7-5) 6-3, cements
Williams' status as the favorite to
win the French Open, which starts
in a week.
"It feels great," Williams said
afterward, according to a post on the
tournament website. "I feel like it
was important for me to just go out
there like usual. I think she's such a
powerful player."
It was Williams' first title since
6
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Serena Williams

winning a tournament in Cincinnati
last August. After being upset in
the U.S. Open final last September
-- failing in her historic bid to win
all four grand slam events of 2015

-- she lost this year in the finals of the
Australian Open and at Indian Wells
in California.
Sunday's win in Rome was the
70th title of Williams' remarkable pro
career. The promising Keys, 21, has
won one.
Keys, ranked 24th in the world, led
3-1 in the opening set before Williams
battled back to force a tiebreaker.
On the men's side of the draw, Andy
Murray celebrated his 29th birthday
by upsetting the world's top-ranked
player, Novak Djokovic, 6-3, 6-3, to
hoist the trophy. The Scot's win broke
Djokovic's 17-match winning streak
against Top 10 opponents.
It was Murray's first-ever victory
over Djokovic on clay. If the Serbian
had won, he would have become
the first tennis player to exceed
$100,000,000 in prize money.

Lost in the Scuffle

The eight-game suspension
levied against Texas Rangers
second baseman, Rougned Odor
marks Major League Baseball’s
effort to quell an American
League rivalry with the Toronto
Blue Jays that escalated from
bitter to hostile in the two team’s
season series finale. While the
soon-to-be-appealed suspension
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will tax an offense that just
By Lewis Flanagan, III rebounded from a clumsy start,
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you have got to think that
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Manager Jeff Banister and the
Rangers are more than glad to pay the cost of doing business.
The Rangers and Blue Jays faced one another in the 2015
American League Division Series, in a highly contested fivegame series. When the smoke cleared, it was the clutch offensive
production and subsequent bat-flipping (in the direction of the
Ranger dugout) of Blue Jays right fielder, Jose Bautista that
proved to be the salt poured in the Rangers wounds. Bautista’s
bat-flip both started, and dominated the Rangers offseason, all
but ensuring retaliation when the two teams met again in 2016.
In a season series that ended well before the half-way point,
the Rangers returned to the scene of the crime in a four-game
series that saw the Rangers lose three games with no effort at
retribution. With both the game, and the season series drawing
to a close, the Rangers took their opportunity to send a message
to the 35 year-old outfielder. Pitcher Matt Bush beaned Bautista
on the first pitch of what was likely Bautista’s final at bat of the
regular season against a Texas pitching staff holding a grudge.
While a batter being hit by a pitch is an everyday element of
the game, there is no doubt what the intent behind Bush’s pitch
really was. The Rangers needed to communicate to Bautista,
the Blue Jays and the entire league that they weren’t going to
allow anyone to make them their Washington Generals. Though
Banister provided little insight into a suspected plot, it was what
the second-year manager didn’t say that speaks clearest.
Clearer still, is what emerged from the cloud of dust generated
by the brawl that only the likes of Mel Brooks could have
dreamed up; The Texas Rangers are now a cohesive unit,
hell-bent on making another run at the playoffs and no one is
going to make light of their mission.  Their skipper’s “Never,
ever quit” mantra has taken on new meaning in its second
incarnation, and the team has taken an emboldened new form
behind him.
Banister’s Rangers were involved in a heated exchange
with the Houston Astros last season, but there is something
dramatically different about the feeling in the air after this one.
Even newcomer Ian Desmond showed solidarity in the
statement game. Desmond mimicked Bautista’s bat-flip after
hitting a 3-run homer that iced the game for Texas. Desmond has
been quite vocal about his feeling that this Rangers team is the
best team he has ever played on.
Despite the possibility that the Rangers will have to go
as many as eight games without the surprise offensive cocatalysts to the Rangers late offensive rebound, Rangers
General Manager, Jon Daniels is enjoying an embarrassment
of personnel riches that could prove a significant patch for
the absence of Odor. The Rangers currently have second
basemen, Jurikson Profar and outfielders Josh Hamilton, DeLino
DeShields, and Sin-Soo Choo on assignment and can rig a utility
solution to cover the bag at second, if necessary.
No matter the date, when Rougned Odor returns to the lineup,
he will surely receive a hero’s welcome from Rangers fans.
After evolving from temporary solution to official team temper,
Odor may have just provided new inspiration for a team that was
fighting as hard to find their identity in the early going, as they
were to keeping pace in the AL West.
FOR FULL STORY, LOG ON TO WWW.DALLASWEEKLY.COM/SPORTS
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54th Independence Celebration where "African Time"
was shown in the presence of the Ambassador and various
diplomats. Kelechi Eke's short film, "Weeping Ashes",
which condemns burning gay people alive in various parts
of Africa, won the Best Screenplay at the International
Movie Awards in Indonesia on September 24th, 2014. His
next film, "The Other Tribes" about tribalism in Africa
was released on February 14th 2015.
The African Film Festival announced its partnership
with The Dallas Weekly early last month. In a recent
meeting between myself and Mr. Eke, the filmmaker
summed it up in one word: "Fantastic!" We both agreed
that this partnership will bring together the AfricanAmerican community and Africans alike in a way that
rarely happens. Many in the African American community
want to be in touch with their roots and connect with
the motherland and Kelechi sees this great venture as
key - the #1 African American news source in North
Texas partnering with the first and only THE AFRICAN
FILM FESTIVAL will be able to reach the majority of
the African American community that would like to learn
more about their ancestral roots in the most effective way.

THE MAIN MAN:

Founder & Executive Director of The
African Film Festival Kelechi Eke.
TAFF’s mission is to celebrate African
culture through motion pictures; to
address Social, Economic, Ethnic,
Political, Religious, and Health issues
that affect the continent; and to provide
an equal platform for Independent
African filmmakers to showcase and
distribute their work on a global scale.

FILMING
THE FUTURE

MEET THE AFRICAN FILM FESTIVAL
FOUNDER & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR KELECHI EKE
PHOTO AND STORY BY PATRICK WASHINGTON

T

his summer, The African Film Festival (TAFF)
will officially debut on July 1st – 3rd, 2016 in
Dallas, Texas. The Festival is the brainchild
of Kelechi Eke, whose main objective has
always been to educate and to bridge cultures. TAFF
will showcase African films, producers, actors, and
talent to finally compete on the world stage as a united
front—AFRICA. Forty Films in total will be showcased
at TAFF. Among the countries that will be represented
are Cameroon, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Burkina Faso, Egypt,
Gambia, Sierra Leone, Guinea-Bissau, Tanzania,
Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, South Sudan, Uganda,
Mozambique, Ghana, Australia, Netherlands, Spain,
Portugal, United Kingdom, India, United States, Italy, and
France.
In the year 2011, TAFF Founder and Executive Director
Kelechi Eke decided to dabble into filmmaking under
biGObi Productions. His first movie, "Lost in Abroad", is
a thought provoking drama about the trials and tribulations
of Africans living abroad. Using a combination of humor
and traditional African storytelling styles, Kelechi is
able to effectively showcase the different perspectives of
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African parents and children, as well as their American
counterparts. After debuting to a large crowd at the
Majestic Theatre in Dallas, Texas, "Lost in Abroad"
became the first African movie to premiere at the historic
theatre. The event may have been the first time that over
750 people came together at once to watch a film made by
a Nigerian. The movie was later accepted into the library
of many Ivy League schools (including Harvard, Yale, and
Stanford) as a reference material for African Studies.
Kelechi has used his movie production company to
provide opportunities to talents looking for the chance
to showcase their skills on the big screen. His second
film, "False Engagement", was released on Valentine's
Day February 14th, 2013 before a sold-out capacity in
Dallas, Texas. The movie became the first African film
to do so for a film released on a week night. It later won
Best Drama Film at the Festival of Arts and Cultural Expo
(FACE) in Atlanta, Georgia on May 3rd, 2014. Kelechi's
latest feature film, "African Time", a comedy which
addresses the habit of tardiness among many Africans,
was premiered on February 22nd, 2014. The movie earned
him an invitation to the General Consulate of Nigeria's

"This is a very important partnership because TAFF
is the first film festival in the diaspora, or maybe ever,
to focus solely on stories about Africa, and The Dallas
Weekly is connented to the African-American community
here in Dallas," Kelechi stated "With African Americans
yearning to get facts about Africa and longing to get
stories from the horse’s mouth, many make the extra effort
to explore their roots through mediums like Ancestry.com
and companies like it to trace their roots back to Africa.
So you see these efforts, you see this desire, you see this
hunger to connect with Africa and here we are, with The
African Film Festival bringing authentic stories about
Africa. While the majority of the films are by Africans, we
have submitted great African films told by non-Africans
as well. To share this platform here in the United States,
in Dallas, and to have one of the biggest news centers
catering to the African American community is huge for
us, more of a force to reckon with. We would be able to
reach the vast majority of African Americans through this
medium."
This summer if you’re a friend of Africa or if you
are an African proud of your heritage, join TAFF as we
showcase our talents to the world and "Bridge Cultures
through films." The opportunities that are being launched
on this platform will create precedence for how we present
ourselves and view ourselves, AFRICA, on the world
stage.
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Bobby: James, what you gonna play now?
James Brown: Bobby, I don't know, but whatsenever
I play, it’s got to be funky! – Make it Funky, 1971

I

strolled down the celestial sidewalks of Funkville the
other day. I passed by the purple palace where Prince
lives now, hung a right at Hard Work Avenue and
stopped to have a chat with James Brown. I said James;
I know you’ve seen Donald Trump and the millions of
racists he’s convinced to resurface…What we gon’ do
now? James smiled and replied, y’all gon’ have to get funky.
Now the term “funk music” gets thrown around a lot, but
James reminded me what funk is and what it ain’t. Funk may
be the only antidote for this new strain of xenophobia and
nativism that’s gone viral.
Wikipedia says; “Funk is a music genre that originated
in the mid-to late 1960s when African American musicians
created a rhythmic, danceable new form of music through
a mixture of soul music, jazz, and rhythm and blues.” Stop
right there. Funk set precedent and protocol for Hip-Hop and
Rap, and it has to be included. James took it to the bridge,
but we got to take it to the polls.
I hear the new funk sound each time my sassy, socially
savvy daughter, Alison and I conduct debates on Hillary v.
Bernie. Those of us who’ve been voting for decades must
respect and respond to a new generation that demands to
be heard. It’ll take a consolidated “neo-funk campaign” to

JUST GET FUNKY!!!
QUIT PLAYIN’
VINCENT HALL

defeat Donald and his arrogant “esprit de corps.”
Don’t be fooled, you cannot talk down to the Hip Hop/
Rap generation. We didn’t teach them enough of our own
history, so they depend on what they see and not what you
say. They ain’t impressed by that power sign Afro pick or the
liberation jump suit you sported in 1972. They want to know
when and how you intend to cede power. And if you look at
the aging Black leadership in Congress and across the nation
you understand why.
“Funk de-emphasizes melody and chord progressions
used in other related genres and brings a strong rhythmic
groove of a bass line played by an electric bassist and a drum
part played by a drummer to the foreground.”
In other words, we may not all hear the same musical
scheme, so we got to follow the funky beat. The beat is that
strong urge that informs your drive and direction.
The beat will get us in the groove of voting, political

activity and above all a salient awareness of what’s
happening in our communities. The funky beat will drive
you to vote against that “Chump named Trump” and
everyone who aligns with him. Any politician who is brazen
enough to bypass an opportunity to publically denounce this
demagogue should be targeted and run out of office.
Finally, “Funk uses the same richly-colored extended
chords found in bebop
jazz, such as minor chords
with added sevenths and
elevenths, or dominant
seventh chords with altered
ninths.” Funk chords use
the Black and the White
keys, and getting funky
means that we don’t
discriminate. We play the
chromatic scale.
Our national climate is beginning to feel more and
more volatile and unsafe for minorities. We cannot afford
to alienate those Whites who respect our personhood. We
cannot summarily dismiss a group of people just because we
hold disdain for some of its members.
In 2016, we gotta stand with our Hip Hop/Rap crowd, feel
the beat, and hit on every chord; natural, sharp or flat. And
whatsenever we do, James Brown says; “It’s got to be funky
like neck bones, candy yams and turnips…Just Funky!!

Blackonomics: The Black Community is Bleeding to Death
NNPA NEWS WIRE
By James Clingman

T

here is a crisis of monumental proportion in our
so-called “Black communities.” A crisis that if not
checked will prove to be our demise. We are bleeding
so badly that we are in a comatose state and on life support
right now. But we still have a strong heartbeat, so we can
be revived by those who have the financial and intellectual
talents and the willingness to make the requisite individual
sacrifices necessary to restore us to a more healthy state.
A cadre of individuals, not featured in the dominant media,
is devoted to leading the charge for economic empowerment
among Black people. These brothers and sisters are not
afraid. They are not ashamed of being Black. They are
not hiding behind organizations and in corporations; they
are strong and unwavering in their message of economic
empowerment. They are our Emergency Medical
Technicians, the first ones on the scene to stop the bleeding
and take us to a place where we can be treated and recover
from our wounds.
Yes, we are bleeding profusely brothers and sisters, and
we must stop the bleeding, not with a Band-Aid but with
stitches. Our life-blood—our dollars are flowing out of our
neighborhoods. The professionals call this phenomenon
“float” or “expenditure leakage,” which translates into what
the experts at the Brookings Institution called a “market
opportunity to provide competitively priced goods and

services to inner-city consumers.” A 1999 report issued
by the Center on Urban and Metropolitan Policy, written
by Robert Weissbourd and Christopher Berry, cited some
glaring and, quite frankly, embarrassingly stark statistics
that portray Black people as nothing more than “economic
opportunities” for others.
Please note the report was not casting aspersions on Black
folks, rather it was simply pointing out some facts about
inner-city neighborhoods and their consumers and suggesting
ways that businesses and government entities could better
serve the residents as well as their own interests. It stressed
investment opportunities within under-served neighborhoods
and was positive in its approach to suggesting ways to effect
much needed change.
Nevertheless, my take on this issue conjured up visions
of massive hemorrhaging, and it very strongly suggested
that we need to stop the bleeding. The report compared
one of Chicago’s Southside neighborhoods to the affluent
northern neighborhood of Kenilworth. It stated, “...urban
neighborhoods like South Shore in Chicago have more
buying power than the wealthiest of suburbs. South Shore’s
median family income was $22,000 back then; Kenilworth’s
was $124,000. But South Shore had $69,000 of retail
spending ‘power per acre,’ nearly twice that of Kenilworth’s
$38,000.” That means inner city residents, despite their
tremendous resources, are virtually bleeding to death.
Literally millions of dollars are leaving our neighborhoods,
which in turn, also negatively affects our employment
opportunities. It continued, “For business, this translates
into lost sales, or what marketers call ‘float dollars.’ For
inner city residents, these are ‘float jobs,’ as crucial dollars
that could employ local residents and fuel the neighborhood
economy are spent elsewhere.”
The only thing that has changed during the last sixteen

years is our collective annual income, which is much higher.
The problem is that we don’t learn from information like this
and use it to improve our situation.
We are bleeding, brothers and sisters, and our blood is
Type O, the “universal donor”—everybody benefits from
it. We have EMT’s ready, willing, and able to apply the
tourniquets and even to stitch up our wounds. It’s up
to us, however, to access their expertise, to follow their
instructions, and to take the prescriptions they write for
us. If we are going to stop the bleeding, if we are going
to put an end, once and for all, to the preventable loss of
life blood – our dollars – from our neighborhoods, we
must make the changes being recommended by our true
economic leaders.
We must consider our “spending power per acre” as cited
in the Brookings Report, just as others are considering it
and gaining a stronger economic foothold in the billions
Black people earn and spend each year. We must redirect a
greater portion of our $1.2 billion aggregate annual income
back to ourselves via our own businesses, and we must
develop a culture of wealth retention, a culture of collective
economic empowerment among our people, regardless of
where we reside.
In the book “Going Local: Creating Self-Reliant
Communities in a Global Age,” Michael Shuman
wrote: “Being poor doesn’t always mean being without
resources. Anacostia is one of the poorest neighborhoods in
Washington, D.C., yet the total income of all its households
is $370 million per year. The principal affliction of poor
communities in the United States is not the absence of
money, but its systematic exit.”
So, put the Band-Aids away; we need sutures. Let’s stop
the bleeding, Black people. If we fail do so, our words are
merely “Sound and fury, signifying nothing.”
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We Need a Federal Database of Problem Officers
GUEST COLUMNIST

Sara Mokuria

I

n 2015 a pool party in McKinney, Texas made national
news when a video showed Officer Eric Casebolt
throwing 15- year-old Dajerria Becton to the ground on
her face. Casebolt is seen telling Becton and her friends
to not “keep standing there running your mouths.” As
she walks away he runs over grabs her and drags her into
the grass. He pulls her hair and rams his knee into her
back. The McKinney Police Chief Greg Conley called
Casebolt’s actions “indefensible.”

After relentless media coverage and community
pressure Casebolt resigned. The Dallas Morning News
reported that during his tenure in McKinney Casebolt

was disciplined for numerous infractions including
an inappropriate Facebook post, poor behavior at a
disturbance call involving his ex-girlfriend, and using
police uniform and vehicle for his personal use.
Given that Casebolt resigned his record did not impact
his licensure, and potential employees had no formal
record of his misconduct. Casebolt now heads the SWAT
unit in the Phoenix Police Department. He is in charge of
a department whose purpose is handling extremely tense
situations like barricades, hostages, and arrest warrants
that are deemed “high risk.”
The case of Officer Casebolt highlights the need for
a nationwide database for officers that have multiple
citizen complaints and a history of excessive force. The
U.S. Department of Justice, state, territorial, and tribal
governments should work together to track these officers.
A national database is a logical and necessary measure to
protect the general public and begin to create a culture of
trust and safety.

The Decolorization of Booker T. Washington High School

I

s anyone else but me noticing the loss of “color”,
particularly black color in both the student body and
faculty at the city’s premier arts high school? Given
that this is a public high school that once served as a
desegregation model for DISD, it’s especially alarming at
how “whitewashed” the school’s become. I have a long
history with this school having taught there, had two children graduate from there and served on both the Advisory
Board and the BTWHSPVA Arts Council. When I first
joined the faculty in visual arts in the early 90s, the school
was still under the desegregation order so the racial ratios
were mandated by that order. It was roughly 30/30/30,
which represented the three major racial groups at the
time(Black, White and Latino). By the time my daughter
graduated in 2004, that number had shifted
to having a few less Black and Latino students and a few
more White students. Once the desegregation order was
lifted, the ratios began to shift again, this time with the
numbers beginning to shift heavily in favor of increased
white student enrollment.
With each new audition year we saw a higher and higher
acceptance rate manifest for white students until we now
have a situation that in a school district with nearly 71%
Latino, 22.6% Black and 4.7% White students, 38% of
this latest applicant pool who were accepted are white,
21% Black and 27% Latino with Others making up the
rest of the pool. So how does it happen that of the 4.7%
white student population in DISD, almost 20% of them
are attending Booker T? Are we to believe they’re all that
talented in the arts?
Before anyone tries to argue that it’s a meritocracy that
“is colorblind” let me shut that argument down immediately. I have seen the work coming out of the school lately
and BYWHSPVA is definitely not what it once was in
terms of the talent being trained there. I’ve worked with
visual arts students on projects each year as a volunteer
and I can honestly say I am not impressed. This cluster
that once could shut down most other visual arts programs
when it comes to securing art prizes in student art compe-
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titions, no longer claims this position. The music cluster
students were equally accomplished having produced such
luminaries as Edie Brickell, Erykah Badu, Roy Hargrove,
Keith Anderson and Keith Loftis, the last four who all
from the same class, less you think their caliber of talent
was the rare exception! I haven’t seen this level of talent in
multiple students in a while. I was told that of the 58 Black
students who auditioned this year, only five were accepted.
The faculty racial makeup is equally alarming and as of
now there may only be three Black fulltime arts faculty
members and no academic faculty. Kind of ironic given
that this school is named for one of the most famous
educators in African American history. I understand the
Principal, Dr. Scott Rudes, actually made a remark that
suggested he felt pressure to hire an African American to
replace the recently deceased history teacher Pat Woods
(the last African
American academic faculty member at the school). One
would hope he could see a problem with having a faculty
that doesn’t even vaguely mirror the student body being
served. This is especially true in a city as racially diverse
as Dallas where there is no shortage of teachers of color!
So how did we arrive at this situation?
BTWHSPVA began to lose its primary purpose many
years ago when the emphasis on student admission shifted
from talent to academic excellence. Anyone who’s worked
with artistically gifted students knows that often these are
some of your most academically challenged kids. Many
of them have learning differences, which is why they
express themselves more proficiently through an art form,

whether it’s performing, or visual. To use a matrix that
weights academics equally with artistic talent automatically dismisses a wide swath of the aspiring artists. Add to
this the fact that so many students attending DISD middle
school come from economically disadvantaged homes, so
the ability to attain certain skills in both the performing
and visual arts vis-à-vis private lessons is non-existent.
Once upon a time, the arts faculty at BTWHSPVA could
identify “potential” in students who fell into this category
and those kids gained entry into the school on what we
called “raw talent”.
These were the kids who typically worked the hardest
because they loved performing or making art because it
was their primary vehicle for communication.
Once things shifted towards academic achievement,
these were also the kids who couldn’t even make it to the
audition because their grades disqualified them from even
applying. The number of white students who were largely
not products of the DISD prior to high school, except
those who attended schools like J.L. Long in Lakewood
(I’ve actually had white parents proudly claim that it’s
a school within a school!) but who somehow at the high
school level were now making application to BTWHSPVA
was astonishing. Since I have also been a member of the
selection panel for visual arts auditions, I will not hesitate
to say that many of these white students who were accepted in that cluster had work that clearly demonstrated
that they had attended one of the city’s private art schools
since much of the work looked almost identical. And let’s
not even discuss how many BTWHSPVA students live
out of district because that would make all Dallas taxpayers’ blood boil as it does mine every time I see a talented
district student denied entry.
The DISD should be forced to investigate BTWHSPVA’s admissions and hiring policies and practices and all
Black and Brown parents should be at the forefront of this
call to action. Our young Black and Brown aspiring artists
deserve our support!
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